INTRODUCTION
The critical fusion frequency (CFF) is the rate at which a light presented repetitively ceases to evoke flickering responses. In general, the more intense the stimulus the higher the CFF. When CFF is plotted against stimulus intensity it frequently is a curve with two separate smooth branches. This traditionally is an indication of the presence of both rods and cones. At low intensities responses are mediated by the rods; while rods are very sensitive, they are slow and consequently the CFF is low. As stimulus intensity is increased, a point is reached where responses begin to be mediated by cones and the CFF rises sharply (Hecht, 1937; Walls, 1942) .
A kink in the CFF intensity curve need not imply cone mediated responses. Green and Siegel (1975) working on the eye of the common skate, an elasmobranch with an all rod retina, found double branched CFF curves when recording electroretinograms, S-potentials and massed receptor potentials. Two years later a psychophysical study in man demonstrated a similar double branched relationship for human rods (Conner and MacLeod, 1977) . In both studies, spectral sensitivity determinations showed that the receptors producing the two branches contained the same rod pigment. Unanswered, however, was the question of whether the ability to follow rapid flicker is a property of all the rods in these retinas or represents the responses of a subset of less sensitive rods with unusually rapid kinetics.
One obvious way to determine what happens is to record from individual rods. For technical reasons it has not been possible to obtain stable intracellular recordings from skate rods. Consequently, we have recorded from Bufo marinus rods. The rods of this animal are large and readily accessible to intracellular *To whom reprint requests should be addressed.
recording. Because toad rods, like skate rods, initially saturate and then recover sensitivity during prolonged bright light exposure (Fain, 1976), we anticipated finding two branched flicker curves. Despite this expectation, the studies we report here indicate that the rhodopsin rods of the marine toad form a single class of photoreceptors that do not dramatically change their response characteristics.
METHODS
The animals were placed in a brightly illuminated terrarium for 2-4 hr, then transferred to the dark for 30min before pithed and having their eyes excised and hemisected under dim red light. The initial period of light adaptation helped to minimize the chances of retinal detachment. A portion of the vitreous was removed using absorbent paper wicks, the eye cup placed in a standard recording chamber through which moist 100'~ O2 was gently blown and the eye cup dark adapted for an additional hour.
Uniform illumination of the eye cup was achieved through a conventional two channel photostimulator (Oakley and Green, 1976) . The incident flux was measured in both beams at all wavelengths using a calibrated PIN-IO photodiode (United Detector Technology). To obtain the rate of photon absorption the measured flux at 500nm was multiplied by 24pm'. the effective cross-sectional area of the rod obtained by taking rod cross-sectional area as 47 p m2, mean absorption as 77% and quantum efficiency of bleaching as 0.67 (Fain, 1975) . Squarewave flickering stimuli were produced using a rotating sectored disk. The retina was allowed to adapt for 5-7 min at each stimulus intensity. Following this, critical fusion frequency (CFF) was determined by increasing the frequency of stimulation until the response disappeared in the base-line noise of the recording (0.5 mV peak-to-peak for intracellular
